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Fuel Handling Problems At KANUPP

By

Igbal Ahmed, S. Mazhar Hasan and Abdul Muqtadir

Abstract

KANUPP experienced two abnormal fuel and fuel handling
related problems during the year 1990. One of these had
arisen due to development of end plate to end plate coupling
between the two bundles at the leading end of the fuel
string in channel H02-S. The incident occurred when attempts
were being made to fuel this channel. Due to pulling of
sticking bundles into the acceptor fuelling machine (north)
magazine, which was not designed to accommodate two bundles,
a magazine rotary stop occurred. The forward motion of the
charge tube was simultaneously discovered to be restricted.
The incident led to stalling of fuelling machine looked on
to the channel H02, necessitating a reactor shut down.
Removal of the fuelling machine was accomplished sometime
later after draining of the channel.

The second incident which made the fuelling of channel K.11-N
temporarily inexecutable, occurred during attempts to remove
its north end shield plug when this channel came up for
fuelling. The incident resulted due to breaking of the lugs
of the shield plug, making its withdrawal impossible. The
Plant however kept operating with suspended fuelling of
channel K05, until it could no longer sustain a further
increase in fuel burnup at the mximum rating position.

Resolving both these problems necessitated draining of the
respective channels, leaving the resident fuel uncovered for
the duration of the associated operation. Due to substantial
difference in the oxidation temperatures Of U02 and Zircaloy
and its influence as such on the cooling requirement, it was
necessary either to determine explicitly that the respective
channels did not contain defective fuel bundles or wait for
time long enough to allow the decay heat to reduce to
manageable proportions. This had a significant bearing on
the Plant down time necessary for the rectification of the
problems.

This paper describes the two incidents in detail and dwells
-upon the measures adopted to resolve the related problems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:

During its entire operating history since 1972, KANUPP
experienced only a few fuel and fuel handling system related
problems 141. Due mainly to good fuel management and fuel
handling practices coupled with efficient maintenance
schedules followed on a routine basis, the performance has
generally been quite satisfactory.

Of the incidents experienced, only two, could be classified
to be of any safety concern. These include the incidents of
north fuelling machine hose pipe rupture during a fuelling
operation in 1985 and the one happened as a result of
sticking of fuel bundles in channel H02. The later being
a subject of this paper.

This paper describes the encountered occurrences faced at
KANUPP during the peceding year. Besides providing the
details of the measures taken to resolve these problems, an
effort has also been made to analyse the underlying rsons
through in-depth investigative studies which were duly
conducted. The following incidents are covered:

(1) Channel H2 Felling Incident.
(2) ticking of Channel K5 Shield plug.

The channel H02 fuelling incident occurred on March 4 1990
while fuelling of this channel was in progress. One fuel
bundle had already been accepted in the north fuelling
machine at the receiving end, when attempting to rotate the
magazine from MI to M2 position to accept the second bundle,
a magazine rotary stop occurred. Forward motion of the
charge tube was also discovered later to be restricted. The
fuelling machine remained stalled, locked to the channel H02
until its removal on April 6 1990.

The incident occurred due possibly to development of end
plate to end plate coupling between the bundles occupying
10th and 11th positions in the channel prior to this
incident. Due to sticking of bundles the bundle which should
have shifted to position 11 as a result of fuelling
operation, got pulled instead into the fuel carrier with the
discharging bundle. This bundle lodged as it did could be
accommodated only partially inside the fuel carrier, since
it was not designed for two bundles. A large portion of this
bundle remained as such protruded out, restricting the
rotation of the magazine. The forward motion of the charge
tube was also limited due to the restriction faced by the
projected bundle at the channel sealing surface.

An incident similar to the KANUPP channel H02 bundles
sticking problem had previously been experienced at the
BRUCE NGS-A, Unit 2 on April 28, 1985 when fuelling of
channel J14 was in progress [5J. While discharging, a third
bundle got pulled with a pair of bundles and kept protruding



from the fuel carrier, restricting the rotation- of the
North-East fuel magazine. This additional bundle could :not
be pushed back into the channel as it caught on the seal
face in a manner similar to that happened at KANUPP. The
normalization of the fuelling machine which was achieved on
19th day into shut down was made possible through flow
defuelling the channel J14 followed by freezing of J14
feeders to remove the NE FM HI from Unit 2 The nause of the
incident was traced into lodging of a piece of debris
between the 12th and Ilth bundle, resulting in dragging of
the additional bundle into the snout.

A yet another incident, not entirely of similar nature,
though, had earlier occurred at the BRUCE NGS-A Unit I on
April 14, 1979 while a four bundle push through the South
East (Eject) fuelling machine had Just apparently been
performed on channel P13 6 While replacing the hield
plug on the channel exit end, the South West (Accept)
fuelling machine CTA forward motion talled roughly 14
inches from home position. The shield plug was pulled back
into fuelling machine head. The magazine however failed to
rot-ate. While attempting to replace the shield plug into the
channel, the CTA forward motion was found restricted as well.

it was determined that after two fuel bundles had
successfully been accepted, the fuel carrier for the next
pair of bundles got retracted with only one bundle as the
fourth bundle got washed out remaining in the channel. it
subsequently got partially stuck into the shield plug,
initiating the crisis situation explained above.

The painstaking maneuvers carried out through rotating the
shield plug by getting it released from the charge tube and
making use of the ram, made possible the alignment of the
shield plug and the bundle and subsequent crossover from the
sealing surface into the channel. The shield plug with the
bundle lodged into it was deposited in the channel. The
closure plug could however only be partially torqued due
possibly to damage sustained by the closure plug lugs. The
reactor was shut down, system depressurized and
normalization carried out after defuelling the channel. The
bundle involved in the incident got excessively damaged.

In order to workout any correlation between the incidents at
KANUPP and those reported to have occurred at the BRUCE NGS,
it is necessary to point out the basic differences in the
fuel handling systems and fuelling mechanisms employed at
the two respective stations.

While at BRUCE and other modern CANDU's a fuelling machine
magazine can accommodate an entire string of 12 fuel bundles
with each of the six available magazine positions capable of
accepting a pair, at KANUPP the fuelling machine magazine
has a maximum of only four available positions each having a
capacity for a solitary bundle. Also, at KANUPP the fuel
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inventory of a channel is composed of 11 bundles as against
12, at most of other stations. As for the fuelling
mechanism, while the fuelling at KANUPP is performed against
the coolant flow, at BRUCE and many others, it is carried
out with the flow.

As will be obvious later, these differences in the design
and associated process have an important bearing on the
renormalization of the fuel handling system after an
incident of the type under study.

The second of the two most significant problems related to
the fuel handling system experienced at KANUPP during the
year 1990, as mentioned earlier, was the result of sticking
of channel K05-N shield plug at its normal home position
[7]. The incident which ultimately made the fuelling of this
channel impossible occurred during attempts to remove its
shield plug (fuelling end) when this channel came up for
fuelling on April 24, 1990. Difficulties were experienced at
first in disengaging the shield plug from the liner,
followed by inability of the CTA drive to retract it to the
fuelling machine magazine. The incident as will be examined
later in this paper occurred due to breaking of the lugs of
the shield plug in question.

Both the incidents dealt with in this paper have been found
to be of considerable help in developing an expertise in the
planning and execution of salvaging operations relating to a
system which by virtue of becoming part of the reactor
pressure and temperature boundary at the time of fuelling
operation, is a system of significant safety relevance.

2.0 CHANNEL H02 INCIDENT - A CHRONOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION:

The Plant was operating at a steady power level of 80 MWe.
On-power fuelling was in progress as per FCO No- 90/33.
Fuelling of channel J02 had just been completed at 10:27 hrs
without ay problem when the next in line channel H02 was
taken up for fuelling.

At 10:28 hrs, steps to perform fuelling of H02 were
initiated. At 10:59 hrs, north fuelling machine received one
spent fuel bundle from channel H02 in MI position of its
magazine. After completion of Step No 24 (completion of
sequence of operations upto fuel acceptance in the desired
magazine position) of this sequence, tep No (Magazine
rotation to align with the selected fuel channel) was again
initiated for the north fuelling machine to receive another
spent fuel bundle from the se channel HO2) in M2 osition
of its magazine. To achieve this oective the very first
step required t8e agazipe of north fuelling machine to
rotate from 103 to 154 for aligning the empty magazine
No M2 with the channel H02. The magaZine could not rotate
however beyond 118 This indicated the presence of some
obstruction which was hindering the free rtation of the



(2) From the dimensional drawings and initial
investigations, it appeared that two spent fuel bundles,
previously occupying positions 10 and 11 were somehow
dragged together in the north fuelling machine. It was
postulated that:

After completion of step No 24 (sequence 47) the bundle
of position 11 was completely inside the carrier with
its front end near the lip of fuel carrier, while the
bundle of position 10 was about 19 inches outside the
carrier i.e one end on the lip carrier while its other
end on the liner end fitting. When it pushed
forward by TA manually, both bundles including fuel
carrier moved easily upto 67.8 inches. It was
conjectured that the spacer sleeve started hampering
further forward movement slightly before 67.8 inches.
This resulted in bundle of position No 11 getting
further pushed into the carrier by approximately 35
inches. Besides, bundle of position No 'LO also possibly
moved inside the carrier by the same amount.

After retracting the fuel carrier back again inside the
north fuelling machine, the new resting position of the
two bundles became:

(a) Bundle of position No 11 resting in the fuel carrier
at the rear end.

(b) Bundle of position No 10 resting in the snout of
north fuelling machine and partly over the lugs of
closure plug, instead of liner of the end fitting.

Due to the above described newly acquired positions of
the involved bundles. it was not possible to move the
fuel carrier again ins4-de the channel as the protruding
bundle No 10 fell down the sealing face, experiencing an
obstruction in the forward motion at that point. This is
illustrated in Fg. 1.

Having carried out the preliminary investigations and
determined that the north fuelling machine was stuck on the
channel H02 with no possibility of disengaging it at that
point in time, the Plant was finally shut down at 16:21 hrs
(approximately six hr-- into the incident) and efforts
initiated to normalize the fuelling machine and the channel
H02.

2.1 Salvaging Operation:

In order to solve the problem it was obviously necessary to
isolate the channel and the machine from rest of the reactor
core. Three alternatives were considered:

(1) Draining the channel H02 after first emptying the
headers using the south fuelling machine.
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(2) Making the ice plug at the inlet and outlet feeder pipes
followed by draining of the channel H02.

(3) Cutting and plugging the inlet and outlet feeder pipes
followed by draining of the channel H02. Feeders were to
be reconnected after reinstalling the H02, north closure
plug.

Due to +he fuel handling system design constraints, it
became immediately apparent that in order to utilize any of
the above available alternatives, the channel H02 resident
fuel will have to remain uncovered for the duration of the
recovery operation. Such a critical requirement was not
necessary at the BRUCE NGS where the system design features
assisted the salvaging operation by making possible the
channel defuelling as a first and foremost step.

Estimation of Available Time Duration for the Recovery
Operation:

The unlocking/removal of north fuelling machine from the
channel H02-S and retorquing of its closure plug required
suspension of standby core cooling followed by draining of
the channel H02. The time duration in which this operation
should have been completed to avoid heating-up of the
resident fuel-in channel H02 beyond the safety limit was
restricted not only by the rise of temperature in that
channel but also by the cooling requirement of the maximum
rated bundle/channel in the reactor core H8/6).

The analytical studies assumed that:

(1) The channel H08, decay energy was dissipated in all the
components of the channel i.e. (a) the resident bundles
(b) coolant (c) pressure tube and (d) end fittings in
proportion to their heat retention capacities.

The fraction of energy absorbed in the coolant was then
used to infer the time to reach the boiling temperature.

(2) The time a channel could remain devoid of any cooling
was determined bg the 0duration to reach 'a sheath
temperature of 320 C 612 F). This part of the analysis
also assumed conservatively that the bundles were
perfectly insulated and none of the heat generated in
the bundles was lost to the surroundings through
conduction. convection or radiation and the generated
heat was simply used to raise the temperature of the
bundle.

At the time of the incident, KANUPP had been operating
almost continuously for 86 days at an average load
corresponding to 57% R.P. The channel and maximum bundle
power in H2 and H08 were as follows:
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Channel Channel Power Max. Bundle
(W) Power ()

H02-S 1044 185

H08-S 1868 316

Based on the above assumptions, the maximum time for which
(a) the core cooling could remain suspended and (b) the fuel
in a channel could be left uncovered was expressed
analytically as a function of cooling time T to be as
follows:

Ta(Hrs = 1590 0,1-1-'5 T,(Days) .... 10 < T < d
C 35

Tb(Hrs = 0208 Ta(hrs)

Making use of the above relationships, derived specifically
for the subject case, taking into consideration the core
irradiation history prior to March 4 incident and the
maximum channel/bundle powers prevailing then, the available
time for (a) making ice plug on the channel H02 feeders and
(b) retorquing of its north end closure-plug were inferred
as tabulated below:

Time into Tiine to Make Time to Retorque Total Time
Shut Down Ice-Plug and Restore Available

(Days) (Rrs) Cooling Mrs) Mrs)

10 2.0 1.0 3.0

20 3.0 1.5 4.5

30 4.0 2.1 6.1

At the time of salvaging operation, about a month into shut
down, the core decay heat had reduced to 200 kW and that of
the maximum rated bundle in channel H02 to 15 W.

Although the allowable times Ta and Tb computed on the basis
of the conservative assumptions outlined above were
sufficiently adequate for the accomplishment Of the
operation, one would have liked to have sufficient margin to
cope up with unforeseen delays.

Allowing for the fact that the core heat is dissipated to
the boiler room environment through the feeder piping, it
was reasonable to asume that the core cooling could be
suspended for time longer than estimated. CANDU Owners Group,
(COG) was consulted and they also agreed 7 that the core
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cooling could be stopped at that point in time for duration
extending into days without any harmful effect on the
resident fuel in the reactor core.

As for draining the channel H02, a recently conducted study
based on a more thorough theoretical foundation and
supported by measurements showed that the irradiated fuel
could be left uncovered preferably only after its decay
power had fallen to < 350 Watts 8]. At this powSr its
temperature was not expected to increase beyond 220 C and
even a defective fuel could be exposed to air for hours
without the possibility of formation of higher oxides of
Uranium and any further adverse effects resulting from
consequent volumetric expansion of Uranium pellets.

As the post incident, PHT Iodine analysis had not shown any
abnormal increase, it was reasonable to assume that all the
remaining nine 9 bundles residing in channel H02 atleast,
were free from any measurable defect..

On the basis of the reasoning given above, it was ultimately
concluded that not only the core cooling could be suspended
for indefinite period of time but the fuel in channel H02
could also be left bare for extended period without any
harmful effect on its integrity.

The fuelling machine retrieval operation was accordingly
planned for carrying out on April 4 1990.

A few days into shut down it had already been realized that
due to presence of high radiation emanating from spent fuel
bundle(s) lodged in the NFM magazine and snout, the acces-s
to North Feeder Box for making ice plug or cutting and
capping H02 feeder from reactor north inlet header, were
difficult tasks to achieve. It was obvious also that cutting
and welding the feeder pipe at the header was a rather
drastic method to solve the problem. The alternatives 2 3
of the salvaging operation mentioned above were accordingly
abandoned.

2.12 Fuelling Machine Retrieval and Normalization of Channel H02:

In order to accomplish the retrieval -of fuelling machine, it
was necessary to terminate the flow of coolant through the
channel H02. This as explained above was to be achieved
through first draining both the inlet and outlet headers. In
order to fulfill this objective in shortest. possible time
duration, the quantity of D20 in headers was re 'duced to the
lowest possible levels subsequent to stopping of the SH
PUMPS. This was also necessary to guard against any spill
which could possibly have taken place. The south fuelling
machine was then locked on to the channel H02. The feeder
pipes leading to this channel are inclined to the headers at
45 position. The headers and the channel H02 as allowedto
drain, before the fuelling machine was locked to channel
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F02 which by virtue of being connected to the headers at 0
not only led to complete but also quicker draining of the
headers (Fig. 2 Selection of the channel F02 for the
purpose was also due to the fact that it was a channel with
decay power even lower than the channel H02.

The closure plug of channel F02 was -torqued and the south
fuelling machine was again locked to the channel H02.

Having thus ensured that the channel H02 had neither the
coolant flowing through it nor had it any residual D20 left,
procedure to retrieve the north fuelling machine was then
initiated.

The retrieval of the stuck fuelling machine could be a
simpler task if the two coupled bundles were intact and
resting within magazine and the snout. Other possibilities
couldn't however be ruled out altogether. Particularly
following in addition to other visualised scenarios were
considered. These could potentially make the operation
difficult to different degrees of complication.

(1) Two bundles coupled, inside the snout jaws but one
bundle expanded.

(2) Two bundles damaged and coupled with few pencils
protruded outside the snout jaws.

Depending upon the enacted scenarios, appropriate procedures
were prepared and simulations carried out, well in advance
of the actual operation described here under.

The snout jaws of the stuck north fuelling machine were
opened and the machine retracted slowly (Z-direction.).
Before fully withdrawing, the machine was stopped and the
gap between the jaws and end fitting visually inspected from
a safe distance, to determine if the bundle previously
occupying position 10 in the channel H02 was intact or
broken with pencils protruding out.

In the event the bundle was broken and its pencils fund
protruding out of the snout jaws, the procedure
necessitated, rotating the magazine towards M2 position to
trap the bundle, preventing it from falling on the floor.
Raising the machine 3 inches, the fuel carrier would then
have been pushed slowly past the sealing face, followed by-
retracting of CTA. Machine w ould then have been lowered to
the channel H02 level and nout jaws looked to the H02 end '
fitting, followed by complete pushing of the bundle into the
channel using the fuel carrier. Having successfully-
accomplishing this, the closure plug would then have been
retorqued and Fuelling Machine separated from the channel.
The procedure visualized removing the pushed over bundle
subsequently by replacing the north Fuelling Machine fuel.
carrier with a sooping tool (designed specifically for the
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purpose) and utilizing it for the removal of the damaged
bundle and associated debris into a hanging bucket provided
for the purpose.

As neither the bundle nor any of its pencils could be
observed extending out of the snout, the machine was fully
retracted and brought down (Y-direction) to the spent fuel
discharge port level, before moving (X-direction) it towards
the ports.

The machine was first locked to the service port, on the
other side of which a TV camera had been installed in
advance. After inspecting the integrity and extent of damage
suffered by the bundle, the machine was moved to the spent
fuel port, where the bundles were finally transferred with
the fuel carrier into a specially designed container which
was subsequently lowered into the discharge bay.

Arrangements were also made in advance to transfer the
damaged bundle into a can, had it been a case of the bundle
being expanded to diameter larger than the Spent Fuel Port.

Having successfully discharged the bundles, following
inspections were carried out, as a necessary final step to
achieve normalization of both the fuelling machine and the
channel H02.

(1) The magazine Ml was inspected remotely for any left over
part or pieces of fuel bundles, and found free from any
debris of the kind.

(2) Visual examination of the Channel H02 sealing face and
its closure plug lugs was carried out to determine the
presence of any debris or damage sustained. It was found
that while the lugs were normal, the sealing face had
suffered some damage in the form of inor scratches.

The inspections having been carried out, the fuelling
machine was looked to the channel H02 and its closure plug
retorqued. Although the machine had been, the channel H02
had yet to be renormalized, for which following steps were
taken:

(1) The headers were reflooded and channels H02 and F02
filled before restoring the PHT flow through the core.

(2) The Channel H02 fuel inventory was completed by fuelling
a new bundle.

(3) Lapping of the damaged Channel sealing face was carried
out.

(4) The bundle occupying position 9 in channel H02 prior to
the incident was also discharged for inspection.
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The breakup of time from draining to refilling of channels
H02 and F02, necessary for the retrieval of the north
fuelling machine from the channel H02-S is as follows:

(a) Time duration for which the Channel H02 2.25 Hrs
remained dry

(b) Time duration for which the Channel F02 1.20 Hrs
remained dry

(c) Time duration for which the core 2.80 Hrs
cooling remained suspended

(d) Time required for the accomplishment of 1.10 Hrs
complete operation from retrieval of
fuelling machine to retorquing of
channel H02 closure plug

After carrying out all the prerequisites of the
renormalization procedures and ensuring that the bundles
resident in channel H02 were reactor worthy (conclusion
reached after a thorough inspection of bundle occupying
position 9 in channel H02, prior to the incident) the Plant
was synchronized to the grid at 17:03 hrs on April 13, 1990.
This incident resulted in a Plant outage of 38.4 days.

'7' o Sticking of Fuel Bundles in Channel H02:
Investigations int

The fuelling incident of March 4 1990, occurred due to
development of end plate to end plate coupling between the
bundles occupying 10th 851474) and 11th 840962) positions
in the channel H02-S prior to the incident.'It was possible
that these bundles may have got entangled as a result of
originally present material or manufacturing defect getting
further deteriorated under the effect of irradiation. It was
important therefore to determine if such a. defect was
generic in nature or an isolated single occurrence.

The fabrication and irradiation histories of the two bundles
were thoroughly scrutinized, ome features of which are
presented below for reference.

Bundle Channel Fuelling Discharge Burnup Irradiation
Id Pos Date Date (MWd/TeU) (FPD's)

851474 10 22-07-85 06-04-90 6947 486

840962 11 21-08-84 06-04-90 6917 561

The manufacturing dates of the two bundles involved in the
incident were separated by a period of about an year. These
were fabricated from entirely different batches of component
materials. Their end plates in particular were punched from
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Zr-4 sheets of different stocks.
Most of the bundles accompanying the bundle 840962 had
successfully been irradiated and discharged after achieving
their normal burnups. Majority of bundles which accompanied
the bundle 851474 were still however in the core, as these
were predominantly fuelled in the outer reactor channels.
It may be mentioned that the bundles found to have been
involved in the incident, inspite of having normal
exposure 480 and 580 PD'6 respectively) had extended
period of stay 46 and 5.5 years respectively) in the
reactor core. Apart from this observation, the in-core
performance of all the other bundles received with the two
bundles was found to be quite satisfactory. It was
accordingly concluded that.there was no generic defect,
atleast in their manufacturing.

The stuck fuel bundles were also visually inspected after
having been discharged on April 6 1990. The inspection was
carried out essentially to determine the, cause of their
sticking together and to ascertain the damage sustained by
them in the aftermath of the incident. Following is a brief
summary of these investigations.

Inspection QJ Bundle 851474m

At the time of the incident the bundle 840962 was completely
and 851474 partly in the -north fuelling machine fuel
carrier. Both these coupled fuel bundles were extracted from
channel H02 with the fuel carrier which held them together.
The end plate of the protruding fuel bundle 851474 which was
examined through the service port (before discharge) on a
monitor using a previously installed T.V. camera was found
to be broken at 4 & 5 o'clock positions respectively, with
portions of end plate rim removed as shown in Fig. 3.

Both the bundles were discharged lodged in the fuel carrier.
The bundle 851474 could easily be dislodged under water by
tilting the carrier at an angle. It was identified through
its Id No. engraved on both of its end plates. Atleast one
of its pencils got separated from the assembly as the bundle
was being taken out of the carrier. Two other pencils
remained loosely bound however. Later after a close under
water viewing, it was revealed that the end plate facing the
channel sealing face was badly damaged. It was broken at
three 4 & 8 o'clock) positions rather than two noticed
previously. The separated pencils did not get disconnect at
the weld joints but came apart due to breaking of end plate.
The broken piece could be seen attached to the pencils at
still intact weld Joint. The other two loosely bound pencils
could also be noticed to have separated from the end plate
at the remaining two break locations. These remained
attached to the assembly by keeping secured to the opposite
end plate at their respective weld joints. The end plate
showed the effects'of severe hammering which was received by
this end of the bundle.
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The end plate facing the 11th bundle was also found to be
broken at the outer periphery of pencils. Deep scratches
left by the severe mauling received by the bundle were found
on the surface of the end plate. The dislodged fuel pencil
was observed to have tken away a broken piece of the end
plate at this end too. Hammering received by this fuel
bundle left it severely damaged at both ends. Its pencils
were however found to be in good shape and th--re was no
evidence if the fuel sheath of any of the element had
ruptured.

Tnspection af Bundle 840962a

The bundle occupying 11th position in channel H02 could only
be removed from the fuel carrier with some difficulty. it
was identified through its Id No. One of its pencils was
found separated. Its weld joints were found broken at both
end plates. Inspite of the fact that the element got
separated from both ends, it remained part of the assembly,
protruding in the direction of the 10th bundle. The
condition of the end plate facing the bundle 851474 too was
similar to the two end plates of the bundle at 10th position
(851474). The opposite end plate (facing the fuelling
machine) was found to be free from any noticeable effects of
hammering, evidence of which was found on the other end
plates.

Unlike in the case of 10th bundle where pencils got
separated at the break locations taking away part of end
plate material while still keeping the weld joint intact,
the pencil in the case of 11th bundle was clearly separated
at the joints. It was possible that the dislodging of this
pencil may have occurred prior to the incident of March 4,
1990. It was not however likely for this pencil to engage on
to the end plate of the bundle 851474), pulling it thereby
into the fuel carrier.

It was observed that the end plates of bundle 840962 which
coupled to the bundle 851474 was damaged on the inner side
of the outer ring, giving an impression as if some sharp
object had got hooked on to it, before getting snapped
released. Slight chipping and rubbing off oil the end plate
material at that location could clearly be recognized.

On re-examination of the end plate o dislodged pencil of
bundle 851474, facing bundle 840962 it was noticed that the
broken piece of end plate attached to it (at the weld joint)
did indeed form such a hook. If this could be imagined to be
the cause of coupling together of the two bundles, then it
could be inferred that the pencil in guestion (of bundle
851474) was dislodged with portion of end plate attached
to it, before the incident of March 4 1990.
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Concludin Rmarks:

It is probable that the end plates of the two bundles got
coupled due to breaking of end plate of the bundle at 10th
position (851474) and subsequent entanglement of its
dislodged pencil (with a piece of broken end plate attached
to its end cap) with the end plate of 11th bundle 840962.

The breaking up of a bundle end plate during its in-core
residence, though unheard of at KANUPP could be visualized,
provided the plate had an inherent material or manufacturing
defect. Such a pre-existing defect could potentially get
further deteriorated leading to accelerated cracking under
the effect of irradiation. the probability of such an
occurrence increases with the irradiation and is maximum at
the fag end of the residence period of a bundle in a
reactor channel, when it gets excessively brittle.

3.0 Channel K05 Shield-Plug Problem:

KANUPP has occasionally been experiencing shield plugs
related problems, almost always however with the plugs at
the PHT outlet side. It is different in design from that at
the inlet side which has an orifice for the control of
coolant flow. The shield Plug comprises three portions, the
nose (front end), the body (solid central part, made of
carbon steel) and the tail (rear end). The Plug is made in
gray cast iron. It is 26.5 inches long and has a diameter
ranging between 4012 and 4025 inches (Fig. 4.

The channel K5 shield-Plug problems had been continuing
intermittently since December 3 1987 as both the removal
and replacement of the shield-plug on occasions needed to be
carried out in manual mode. While the removal of the hield-
plug was possible through jogging of the drives, its
replacement required an increase of upto 15 b-ft in applied
torque.

The incident which ultimately made the fuelling of channel
K05 impossible occurred during attempts to remove its
fuelling end shield-plug when the ring 71, to which it
belongs came up for fuelling on April 24, 1990. In view of
the difficulties experienced earlier, following steps were
taken (without exceeding the limits):

(1) The setting of V-21 (for charge tube rotary counter
clock wise motion) was increased by 25 psig from 365 to
390 psig.

(2) The setting of RV-3 (for charge tube aial high pressure
forward motion) was increased by 20 psig from 430 to 450
Psig.

Inspite f these measures the CTR drive could be rotated
from 1328 (locking) to the pre-unlocking (di-sengagement of
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0shield-plug from the liner) 15 rotary position only with
considerable difficulty. Subsequently during retraction, the
CTA drive which should have stalled at 42 inches continued
to withdraw to stop at 1.0 inch. This implied that the
shield-plug couldn't somehow get pulled and occupy its
position in the fuelling machine magazine.

Atleast two more attempts were made later without any
success. On the basis of te&.;s carried out on the check-out
port, it was concluded that the pulling of the shield-plug
was made impossible due to breaking of its lugs.

It was obvious that the plug could only be removed manually
making use of the special tools. This further required the
reactor to be in shut down state for several days as the
procedure necessitated channel isolation and draining.

It was necessary to assess (1) for how long the Plant could
continue to be operated and 2 the minimum reactor hut
down time for successful accomplishment of the shield-plug
removal operation.

3-1 Plant Operation With Held Up Fuelling of Channel K05:

The channel K05-N belonged to ring 711 comprising beside
itself, channels G05-S, G12-N and K12-S. One of its sister
channels G12 stood defuelled since January 27, 1989 due to
channel sag problem 101.

The normal fuelling frequency of the group of channels to
which K05 belonged was about 35 FPD's. The delay in fuelling
of channel K05 could result in (1) an increase of its burnup
(2) reduction in its power generating capacity and 3)
modification of neutron flux and power distribution in its
proximity.

At the time of occurrence of shield plug sticking problem
the cumulative burnup of bundles residing in channel K05 was
about 45,000 MWD/TeU and the burnup, of maximum rated bundle
at position 6 in this channel was about 4000 MWD/TeU. The
corresponding maximum figures then existing for one of the
central channels (channel H08) were 55,000 and 5700 MWD/TeU
respectively.

The maximum linear power rating of the outer element to
which a bundle could be subjected to for sustained power
operation was by design 41.27 W/Cm. The mximum bundle power
at position 6 in this channel at the time of incident was
310 kW (at the existing 65 X R.P) and the corresponding
linear power rating 28.2 W/Cm.

The power generating capacity of a bundle decreases with
increasing burnup, but not with the same rate as demanded by
the power vs burnup defect threshold line (Fig. 5), which
for the 19 element KANUPP fuel bundle has been defined as:
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BP (kW) = 469.804 - 0022815 X BU (WD/TeU)

Although the maximum burnup to which a bundle could in
principle be irradiated was 12,500 MWD/TeU, zero defect
criteria dictated that the bundle at position 6 may not be
irradiated in excess of 7600 MWD/TeU, without reducing the
reactor power. Based on this criteria, it was estimated that
the plant could continued to be operated without fuelling
of K05, for about 100 PD's from the time of the occurrence
of the shield plug problem.

The channel K05 shield plug problem occurred at 1920 FPD'--
of plant operation. Th -e plant was shut down - 105 FPD's later
at 2025 FPD's (September 23, 1990). The bundle at position 6
in that channel had by then attained a burnup of 7500
MWD/TeU.

Following Table compares the bundle ower distribution (at
the the existing 65 R.P) in channel K05 with that of it--
mirror image channel G05 at the time of Plant shut down
(2025 PD's). The channel G05 during the period between the
occurrence of shield plug problem and plant shut down had
continued to be fuelled regularly at the usual frequency of
about 35 FPD's.

Bundle Power (kW)

-----------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11

K05 16 101 177 234 265 267 240 191 126 55

G05 16 101 185 253 291 29" 263 27 134 57

It is seen that due to enhanced irradiation, the bundle
power at positions 5 6 7 in channel K05 had decreased on
the average by about 9 

Nominal channel power (kW) in K05 and its neighboring
channels as existing at 2025 FPD's is compared with the
mirror image channel G05 and its neighbors in the following
illustration:

04 05 06 04 05 06

i 1714 1860 1911 F 1546 1711 1820

K 1658 1672 1865 G 1676 1800 1676

L 1534 1700 1824 H 1722 1871-l-, 1916

It is seen that power generation in channel K05 had reduced
by 7 as compared to that in channel GO5.
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3_ Estimation of Plant Shut Down Time for the Removal of
Channel K05 Shield Plug:

The removal of stuck shield plug of channel K05 required
draining the channel K05, as in the case of channel H02 for
the retrieval of north fuelling machine. The calculation of
the reg-ired cooling time after which the resident fuel
could be allowed to be uncovered was based on the following
considerations:

(1) For intact fuel the temperature limit is determined by
the Zircaloy oxidation 0temperature. For sheath
temperature greater than 5 C it would take only a few
hours or even minutes to fail the fuel element. For
temperatures under 550 0C, it takes months for Zircaloy
to significantly oxidize.

(2.) For0defective fuel bundle if temperature s greater than
300 C then significant oxidation could be expected in
just a few hours or minutes. 2n the other hand if the
temperature was lower than 250 C than i takes days for
the exposed 02 fuel to oxidize significantly.

('3) For a bundle of decoy power 500 Watts, the fuel
temperature never reaches the intact fuel (or Zircaloy
oxidation) limit. The defective fuel (or U02 Oxidation)
limit (2500C) would however reach in barely 45 minutes.

(4) For a bundle of 350 Watts the temperature will never
exceed 220 0C.

Based on the rationale presented above and the maximum
bundle power of 300 kW, prevailing in channel K05 prior to
shi�r, down, the ooling times of 16 and 28 days were
considered necessary for intact and defective fuel
respectively.

Although the I131 analysis of the PHT samples had not
indicated the presence of large fuel defects, the
possibility of the existence of small pin hole defects could
not be ruled out altogether. In order to determine if the
bundles in channel K05 were free from small fue s eat
defects, it was necessary to perform Delayed Neutron (DN)
Scanning with power cycling.

The most desirable form of power cycle for his purpose was
considered to be a negative power change first, followed by
a positive change back to the original power. This makes use
of a principle called 'water logging'. In this mechanism the
reduction of power decreases the internal fission product
gas pressure in the fuel pencil and wter is drawn n the
fuel through the defect. On the subsequent positive change
of power the internal pressure increases and drives out
water mixed with delayed neutron emitters. This is then seen
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during the scan in progress at that time.

In order to perform the above mentioned DN scanning with
power cycling, the plant was brought down to minimum
manageable load of 30 MWe 30 R.P.) at which power it was
held steady until I131 in the PHT had stabilized. The power
was then reduced to 23 MWe 24 R.P.) with holdup period of
3 minutes at that power, before it was reverted back to %30
MWe. The power cycling was carried out at the maximum
permissible rate of 20 er minute. The delayed neutron
scanning which subsequently was performed on 12
representative channels including the channel K05, indicated
an increase in the delayed neutron activity of K05, after
the power cycling, six 6 times that at the steady
generator load of 30 M`We. The count rate variation for other
channe ls except one other G2) remained constant (Fig. 6.

On the basis of conducted test, it was concluded that
although the channel K05 did not contain fuel bundles with
large defects (defect size larger than 0.01 inch diameter)
it did have in residence bundles with pin holes.

These pin holes were taken into account from the view point
of Uranium oxidation and appropriate shut down time for such
a case was considered necessary for draining of the channel
and subsequent removal of its stuck shield plug.

3, Removal of Stuck Shield Plug:

The removal operation of channel K05 shield plug was carried
out on Oct 30, 1990, 37 days after plant shut down. As
anticipated the operation had to be conducted manually.
Prior to actual operation several mockup runs both for the
removal of liner with the shield plug and its installation
with the shield plug were conducted. The actual operation
was initiated by draining the channel. This was followed by
removal of the plug with the liner.

A new liner and shield plug were put in place. The end
fitting closure plug was re-installed with the help of
fuelling machine before the channel was renormalized. The
channel K5 along with another R-10, remained dry for a
duration of about five hours for the accomplishment of this
task.

Total dose incurred by all personnel on this job added uto
4.15 Man-Rem, of which 29 Man-Rem was committed due to
tritium uptake. Maximum individual dose was 220 mRem.

Having successfully accomplished the channel K05 shield plug
removal operation, the plant was brought back on line on
November 13, 1990.
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3-4 An Investigation into the Cause of Incident:

The cause of the incident could be traced in either of the
following three possibilities:

(1) Damage to Charge Tube Head Fingers.
(2) Restriction within the liner assembly and/or
(3) Breaking of the shield plug collar where the the charge

tube fingers lock onto it.

The charge tube head fingers of the north fuelling machine
were inspected and these were found to be in good condition.

While the removal of channel K05 shield plug had still not
been accomplished, difficulties were encountered in removing
the shield plugs at the fuelling ends of two more channels
F07 and P05 11-121. The respective liner assemblies of both
these channels were checked using a spare shield plug. No
restrictions were discovered within the liners however, as
the shield plug could be inserted, locked, unlocked and
retracted without any difficulty.

The visual inspection of both the shield plugs causing
problems indicated crud deposition along its leading end.
The dimensional checks which were also performed
demonstrated moreover the tail end to have undergone a
Slight deformation with a marginal increase (700-600
micron--) in dameter.

The slight bulging/deformation of the shield plugs which had
been noticed at the tail end was removed through machine
-scrapping. After removing the raised portion of the shield
plugs, ts outer diameter was made identically equal to that

the new shield plug. These plugs after testing at the
check out port could then be inserted in their respective
channels satisfactorily.

At the time of removal of channel K05 shield plug, a CCTV
Camera was installed to check the condition of the shield
plug face and any broken metal pieces. The video display
indicated the presence of several small pieces of metal
which were detached due to broken shield plug collar at the
two points where the fuelling machine charge tube fingers
make contact. The metal pieces were removed and the
remaining debris and dust were also vacuumed out into a
disposal bag.

It is concluded that the channel K05 shield plug sticking
problem was the result of its deformation resulting in
diametral increase to an extent that it got Jammed in the
liner. The shield plug collar where the charge tube fingers
lock on to it, could be conjectured to have broken
subsequently during efforts to extricate the plug, closing
any oSsibility of its removal in the usual manner.
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4.0 DISCUSSION:

Following lessons could be learned from the two incidents
described in this paper:

(1) The system renormalization after both the channel H02
fuelling machine incident and channel K5 shield plug
sticking problem, necessitated channel draining and
consequent baring of the irradiated fuel bundles. Such
an eventuality was never thought of prior to these
incidents at KANUPP. The Station Operating Policies and
Principles (OPP) infact forbids this and states that
"There must always be coolant in contact with the
fuel". One of the important lessons learned from the
two incidents is that the currently available improved
analytical methods coupled with better understanding of
the processes and encountered phenomenon should be
utilised in the revision of previously held philosophy
which unduly restricted the plant operation and
critical requirements of maintenance. The experience
gained at KANUPP has demonstrated that subject to
necessary precautions, if required the fuel could not
only be uncovered but also necessary maintenance work
carried out without risking any radioactive release.

Since however the relationship between the temperature
and allowed time varies sharply around the critical
temperature, at which oxidation is initiated, it is
not entirely unspeculative to venture into defining a.
finite time for which the fuel could be left bare of
liquid coolant cover. It is therefore recommended that
fuel should only be uncovered if and only if on the
basis of its decay heat, calculations ermit exposure
to air for infinite period of time. It is obvious that
in such a circumstance too the fue my not be allowed
to be uncovered for a time exceeding the barely minimum
for the completion of a given job.

(2) The channel H02 incident, which happened as a result of
sticking of two fuel bundles could possibly hve been
avoided, had the operator calculated the distance
between desired position and stalled position of CTA,
before using manual operation. Had this been done. this

might have indicated involvement of a bundle. it 
probable that some method could then have been evolved
to disengage the coupled bundles.

(3) The inside diameter of the liner tube varies between
4.074 and 4054 inches. The new shield plug with its
average rear end diameter of 4015 inch can slide
within the liner without any difficulty.

The maximum diameter at the rear end bulge of the
shield plugs of channels F07 and P5 were measured as
4.054 and 4048 inches respectively. I, iS ob--viou-- tha,
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the diametral increase in the channel 5 shield plug
must have been even higher leading to its complete
ja=ing in the liner assembly.

The increase in diameter of over 800 microns necessary
for causing a difficulty in the free movement of the
shield plug within the liner assembly can not be
accounted for on the basis of deposition f crud or
corrosion film which earlier was thought to be one of
the possible reasons.

Several shield plugs specially of outer zone channels
have since been examined. These have shown no
abnormality. It is possible that the problem could be
due to an inherent material or manufacturing defect,
deteriorating with time.

There is an important point however that the bulging
has in all cases been noticed at the rear end where the
charge tube looks on to the shield plug. The thermal
stresses coupled with mechanical sresses due to
locking and unlocking operations could lso contribute
to the observed phenomenon.
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